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The SafeGrowth Model: Six Elements of Effective Safety Planning

1. Establishing a Community Voice: Form A Safety Panel
2. Creating a Neighborhood Profile: Data Collection
3. Forming Local Priorities: Develop A Plan
4. Encouraging Community Engagement: Invite Resident Input
5. Implementing a SafeGrowth Plan: Execute Strategy
6. Ongoing Assessment: Adapt the Plan According to Community Needs
SafeGrowth planning starts by identifying clusters of neighborhoods that might represent high crime hotspots in the city.
SafeGrowth planners then work with residents and identify the neighborhood boundaries and active neighborhood or business groups in that area who want to participate in training and planning.
Neighborhood teams scope out local problems and plan their own projects
A SafeGrowth training teaches basic skills in problem and crime analysis and resident teams begin scoping out various problems for their plans.
They conduct site visits, surveys, community safety audits
They select specific projects to initiate their work on – that work will expand to other projects and that will help them develop their own neighborhood SafeGrowth plan – in this case they selected a high crime bus stop.
They begin soliciting help from other resources in the area and then strategizing different collaborative responses.
In this case their inaugural project involved designing a new community-built bus shelter with the help of local architecture students – that project led to other projects and a Neighborhood SafeGrowth Plan.
Within one Neighborhood SafeGrowth Plan in Philadelphia, the plan included the implementation of an annual program to develop community leaders called the Livability Academy.
Location
Located in Philadelphia’s North district, bordered by Kensington, Fishtown, and Hunting Park.

Demographics
20,000 residents; 85% Latino (majority Puerto Rican); 60% speak Spanish at home; $15,000 median income; 30% unemployed; 31% have a HS diploma; 56% renters.
Current Narrative

Media portrayals of the area have highlighted public health & safety crises.

Philadelphia’s “badlands” neighborhoods have gotten more than their fair share of negative attention in local and national press, largely related to the region’s opioid epidemic and looting.
Resident Leadership Development program cross-promotes homeownership and meaningful civic engagement.

Residents are invited to participate in a 8-week course (every spring and fall) where they design and implement innovative solutions to quality-of-life issues, drawing on their own expertise in the neighborhood.

PROGRAM RESULTS:

- 8 Livability Academy Sessions Completed
- Curriculum covers: CPTED and SafeGrowth, data collection,
  communication and storytelling, fundraising, and building community partnerships.

- 135 Resident Graduates
- 8 small-scale community projects completed
- 6 neighborhood safety audits completed
- 8 quarterly meetings with local police district
- 40 problem/blighted properties addressed with City agency support
Each Livability Academy results in multiple problem-solving projects initiated by community-police teams – those teams build direct, permanent and personal relationships between local police and community members – those relationships are critical for mitigating future social unrest.
FAIRHILL UNITED FOR LIVABILITY

Fairhill United for Livability envisions a community where neighbors are united together to make a difference, leading by example, and practicing consistency to promote livability. The proposed project seeks to make an impact by activating public spaces through historical educational workshops, creative community cleanups, and celebrations piloted in Fairhill Square Park.

TEEN TRAUMA TEAM

The Teen Trauma Team hopes to create a community that does not have a stigma attached to addressing trauma or receiving help for their mental health and acknowledges that all people experience different types of trauma. This intergenerational team proposed a project that creates safe spaces for themselves and their peers to discuss and begin recovering from trauma.

LITERALLY LITERACY

The Literally Literacy Team aims to ensure that all adults have the tools they need to overcome illiteracy. Their project is tailored to empowering and educating adults in breaking down the barriers to literacy through reading classes, pop-up libraries, and jingles.

Multiple Livability Academies product dozens of projects – here are a few from this year alone during the COVID pandemic – during regular times the output is larger.
Livability Academy 2.0

PILOT RESULTS:

- 6 Livability Academy Workshop
- CPTED Visioning
- 3 Community meetings
- Community Clean up

Planning for next generation, more advanced Livability Academies is already underway. The SafeGrowth Program and Livability Academy represents a powerful way for mitigating long-term social unrest through building community capacity.
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